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I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles became an essential research topic due to their vast application areas. Search and rescue, transportation, fire monitoring, military and defense, crop spraying and are some of the areas that they can be used. Because of their maneuverability, quadrotor are often used for controller designs [1] - [4] .
Quadrotors are unmanned aerial vehicles whose four rotors can be controlled separately. This situation gives the capability to move rotational and translational in three dimensional space called six degrees of freedom (6DOF). Fig. 1 demonstrates quadrotors' movements and angles which occur between earth and body fixed frames [5] - [9] . It is possible to make transition between earth frame and body frame.
Equation (1) through "(4)" show the transformation between two referential frames [10] , [11] .
A. Force and Torgue Formulas Equation (5) shows inertia matrix of the quadrotor which will be used for attitude controller design. Inertia matrix is used to determine the torque needed for a desired angular acceleration about a rotational axis [12] . 
Using Newton-Euler law, the force and torque formulas can be defined in ''(6)" and ''(7)".
In these equations F represents force, τ represents torque and m represents mass. u, v and w are velocities, while p, q, and r stand for angular rates [5] , [13] , [14] [
[
B. Transformation Matrix Equation (8) and ''(9)" show the transformation matrix [15] , [16] . 
C. Types of Configurarion
Cross-configuration and plus-configuration are two common types of configuration for quadcopters. For plus configuration, two motors oppose each other in order to control the roll rotation while the other two control the pitch rotation. To illustrate, changing the balance of the speed of the rotors on the roll axis creates roll movement [17] , [18] .
On the other hand, all the four motors are required for both roll and pitch rotation for cross configuration [19] . In order to control altitude and yaw movement all four motors are used for both configurations.
Plus configuration is considered more acrobatic structure when compared the cross configuration. Cross configuration is more stable [20] , [21] . Cross configuration is usually preferred if quadcopter consist a camera [22] .
In this paper plus configuration is considered. 
II. SLIDING MODE CONTROL
Disturbances, dynamics, plant parameters causes discrepancies between the actual system and mathematical model. To solve this problem, robust control methods are developed. Sliding mode controller (SMC) is the one of the robust control design approaches [23] .
In sliding mode controller design, the main purpose is to keep plant at the desired sliding surface. If the system in "(10)" is considered
where x is the output, u is the controller input and f(x) is the function whose boundaries are known and b(x) is the function whose boundaries and sign are known, sliding surface is defined in "(11)" where λ is positive constant [24] .
For a second order system sliding surface is defined in "(13)". [24] . s = e ̇+ λe (13)
Sliding condition is defined in ''(15)''. If a controller is designed to achieve ṡ zero and f(x) predicted as f (x) then the new controller input is given in "(16)". [24] , [25] .
Equation (17) defines sign function.
Derivative of the sliding surface is obtained as in ''(18)'' [24] , [26] , [27] .
A. Altitude Controller
Equation (19) represent quadrotor dynamics for altitude. By equating " (14)" and "(18)" and substituting z̈ from "(19)", the input for the altitude controller is calculated as in " (20)" [24] , [28] , [29] .
The MATLAB Simulink model designed for the altitude control, is shown in Fig. 3 . Table I shows sliding mode coefficients for altitude control. 
Sliding mode controller inputs for roll angle (phi), pitch angle (theta) and yaw angle (psi) are given in the "(24)","(25)" and "(26)" respectively [28] , [30] , [31] . 
C. Chattering Reduction
Chattering problem often occurs in sliding mode designs. One reason for chattering to occur is fast dynamics which are neglected by model causing fast switching of sliding mode controllers [32] , [33] . Chattering effect is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . A common way to solve this problem is to introduce a boundary layer around the surface [34] . This method provides a smooth continuous approach to the discontinuous sign function by a continuous function [25] . The most commonly used functions for chattering elimination are saturation [34] , [35] and sigmoid [23] functions. Saturation and sigmoid functions are given ''(27)'' and ''(28)'' respectively.
Ɛ is positive constant and represents boundary stickness.
In order to reduce chattering sign function in the altitude control model is changed with the sigmoid function, while the ones in the attitude control models (phi, theta and psi models) are changed with the saturation function.
Because of overshoot increase in phi and theta, an integrator is added to the sliding surface as illustrated in the"(29)" and " (30) " for the roll and pitch angle control [24] , [35] . 
III. PID CONTROL

A. Altitude Control
Equation (29) represents PID altitude controller input.
MATLAB Simulink model designed for the altitude control is shown in Fig. 7 . 
B. Attitude Controller
The proportional-integral-derivative controller inputs for roll angle (ϕ), pitch angle (θ) and yaw angle (ψ) are given in the "(30)" through "(32)" [36] .
Simulink model designed for roll angle, pitch angle and yaw angle PID control is shown in Fig. 9 . 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper represented both sliding mode controller and proportional integral derivative controller designs for a quadrotor. Firstly, both models are designed using MATLAB Simulink, then coefficients are tuned by iteration method.
After the coefficients are tuned for sliding mode controllers, chattering problem caused by fast dynamics and discontinuity is suppressed by using either saturation function or sigmoid function. After chattering is eliminated coefficients are readjusted and an integrator is added to the sliding surface for the roll and pitch angle controllers. The designed sliding mode controllers are capable of following altitude and attitude commands.
In order to reduce steady state error, angular rates (p, q and r) are used as a feedback in PID controller design. As a result, PID controllers are capable of tracking the desired values.
Simulation results reveals that the sliding mode controllers can track the desired values with faster response and less oscillation than the PID controllers.
Future research includes testing the theoretical simulation results on a quadcopter in order to obtain experimental results.
